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T EACH ING  the humanities in medicine, like all new 
ideas, is subject to extremes of interpretation. To 
some it is an absurd infatuation with the frivolities or 

niceties of a college education but distant from the 
exigencies of medical practice. Others see it as a salvation 
theme, to be mentioned in awe and whisper, as the only 
antidote to that insidious decay of humaness they profess 
to see in the modern physician. In between are the 
self-styled realists who look upon the matter charitably but 
indifferently -  they have seen new ideas come and go -  Ho 
Hum!

But rarely are the humanities in medicine assessed for 
what they really are -  neither educational flourishes or 
panaceas but indispensable studies whose everyday use is as 
important for the quality of clinical decisions as the basic 
sciences are now presumed to be. This may seem a 
pretentious stretch of rhetoric. When the demands for 
technical competence are so insistent, are we justified in 
further eroding the physician's time and his education with 
such vanities?

If we dispense at the outset with the illusion that we 
can make every physician a renaissance man, there are three 
clear uses of the humanities in medicine: (1) they are 
essential to understanding the ethical and value issues which 
underlie so many clinical decisions today (2) they are 
indispensable to the critical, self-examination the profession 
so urgently needs and (3) they confer those attitudes of 
mind which distinguish the educated from the merely 
trained man.

We cannot expect the individual physician to 
encompass all three uses. But neither can we excuse him 
from apprehending those uses which are most pertinent to 
his own life and practice. For the profession as a whole, 
however, the mandate to grasp the humanities at ail levels is 
unequivocal.

The terms "value" and purpose are beginning to 
appear for the first time as respectable questions in clinical 
inquiry. With the effective means modern science provides, 
the physician must determine whether or not he should use 
the techniques he possesses, for whom, for what purpose 
and according to what value system. The prolongation of 
life, abortion, genetic counselling, dangerous operative and 
diagnostic procedures -  all involve an intersection of the 
values of the patient, society and the physician. How does 
the clinician dissect these three, respecting each and

balancing them to avoid the tyranny of his own values on 
the one hand and their abandonment to those of the 
patient and society on the other?

The complexity of today's clinical decisions, coupled 
with the capabilities of modern medicine, dictate a more 
formal knowledge of how to think about ethical issues. 
Where values are in conflict, intuitive decisions based upon 
one's own ideologies are socially and ethically inadmissible. 
The current public demands for accountability and 
participation will accentuate the n eed for a fuller 
understanding of ethical problems than we now possess.

The humanities have always dealt with the root 
questions of human values - in ethics, philosophy, history, 
law and theology. While science is in no sense "value-free," 
it is an insufficient instrument for dealing with the full 
spectrum of age-old questions of human value and purpose. 
Moreover, the sciences are too susceptible to seductions of 
the "technological imperative" to be safe guides over such 
intricate ground. The humanities, at their best, teach us to 
deal with the non- measurable phenomena of human 
existence with confidence and sensitivity.

The humanities will not of themselves teach values. 
This is a common misconception of their too-ardent 
protagonists. But they can teach us how to reflect critically 
on our decisions and their impact on the personal integrity 
of those we serve. Those things which science must 
expurgate from  consideration-the personal, the 
ambiguous-are very things which the humanities recognize 
as universal qualities of every human experience-especially 
heightened in the confrontation with death or disease.

It was Plato who said that "the unexamined life is not 
worth living." We would add that the unexamined 
profession is not worth practicing. Never in its long history 
was medicine as a profession more in need of critical 
exam ination. W hat is medicine? What are its 
responsibilities? What is the physician? What will he 
become in the future? How do we think medically? What is 
medicine's relationship to general culture? What ideological 
assumptions underlie our logic and our behaviour? 
Everywhere society is asking us to scrutinize our self-image 
and to make it more consonant with our contemporary 
challenges.

Social, political and economic events outside 
medicine are forcing a re-examination of the content, 
methods and goals of our profession. We are in one of those
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recurrent periods in history in which all of society's 
assumptions and our assumed prerogatives require scrutiny- 
medicine's among them.

Medicine cannot examine itself critically with its own 
intellectual tools. The key questions are philosophical in 
nature and they require some familiarity with the use of the 
critical intellect, not to assure certitude but to guarantee 
that we ask the right questions and that we examine them 
to their fullest depth rigorously and honestly.

The humanities have traditionally served this purpose 
in every mature culture. Lately, the humanities have 
become over-specialized and have defected somewhat in 
this re-examination. Their inquiry into medicine and the 
other professions should help the humanities refurbish their 
own functions in society as teachers and questioners of all 
of us.

It is unrealistic to expect every physician and student 
to engage in this fundamental inquiry into the purposes of 
medicine. But each must be constantly aware that the idea 
of medicine and of the physician is today in a process of 
change more drastic than any we have yet encountered.

The final medical use for the humanities is to enable 
the physician to function as an educated man as well as a 
proficient craftsman. Each physician must first be 
technically competent and practice with compassion. A  few 
will, in addition, enrich both life and practice with the 
grace of the liberal arts.

The truly educated man is one who can deal 
sensitively with those works which are uniquely the works 
for man -  the use of words, the capacity to reason and 
judge, to appreciate beauty, to criticize and to create his 
own works oneself, if possible. The arts which set man free 
-th a t  is free him from enslavement to the opinions of 
others -  are the liberal arts, those which enable us to derive 
opinions of our own. There is no more effective antidote to 
the ennui which so easily afflicts the successful practitioner 
than to cultivate one of the humanities throughout life.

The physician educated in the liberal sense is a better 
physician. He sees each patient in his human frame so to 
speak. His practice radiates that special felicity of feeling 
and expression we expect of a learned professional. 
Moreover, the physician himself derives a degree of 
intellectual satisfaction which in turn elevates his daily 
work.

The Cartesian conviction that rational thought is 
confined only to the measureable and the observable has 
served medicine well. But it must now be modulated with 
the conviction of the humanities that rational thought is 
equally possible with the non-measurable ambiguities 
which are so uniquely and so frustratingly part of human 
existence.

The humanities in medicine are neither fripperies or 
panaceas but indispensable studies if medicine is to be as 
humane as it has been scientific. The three uses of the 
humanities require cultivation if our profession is to be a 
responsive instrument of human purpose. It is no 
overstatement to say that,the dialogue with the humanities 
will become as significant for medicine and society as the 
dialogue with experimental science has already proven to 
be. ■


